A correlative light and electron microscopy method based on laser micropatterning and etching.
Correlative microscopy is a hybrid method that allows the localization of events observed under visible, ultraviolet, or infrared light, at molecular and submolecular levels, combining two microscopy techniques. However, the main limitation of correlative microscopy is to develop a labeling technique that can be easily used first in light and then in electron microscopy. Laser etching is a well-established method to create precisely designed shapes or volumes in various materials including glass. We have applied this technique to develop a new correlative light and electron microscopy method and to apply it in our study of the Golgi apparatus. The location of the cell of interest is laser-inscribed into the glass allowing a simple follow-up in light and fluorescence microscopy. Furthermore, the glass surface is laser-etched and upon fixation and flat embedding, the inverse ridge can be localized as well as the cell of interest, which is then processed for electron microscopy.